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Abstract—Recently, there has been an increasing interest in
applying wireless sensor networks for health status monitoring
both on and within the human body. Low power consumption
is crucial in such applications, especially for implanted devices.
UWB transmission is one way of making low power transmission
possible. A further reduction in power consumption can be
achieved through efficient signal compression schemes. Since
signals resulting from the measurements of physical phenomena
are correlated compression prior to transmission can reduce the
bit-rate an thus the power consumption significantly.
In this paper a compression schemes for a 2-node sensor
network is studied. Differential pulse code modulation is applied
for removal of temporal correlation and distributed quantization
is used for exploitation of inter-sensor correlation. An example
on optimization of encoders and decoders based on the statistical
properties of an ECG signal is performed. Significant compres-
sion is shown to be achieved at low complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless transmission of data from devices on and within
the human body is a challenge, especially when it comes to
implants which must be very small, reliable and have a very
low power consumption.
A study on electromagnetic wave propagation in the human
body shows that high attenuation is a big obstacle [1]. This
makes low power transmission a big challenge. However,
the problem can be reduced because power can be traded
for bandwidth as long as the channel bandwidth is much
larger than the bandwidth of the source to be transmitted [2].
By considering Ultra wideband (UWB) communication, then
transmission power can in principle be kept relatively low.
The question is if there are possibilities to further reduce
power consumption. One possibility is to apply compression.
Compression schemes applied in medical sensor networks
should result in a low rate per source sample per sensor while
keeping the encoders (sensors) as simple as possible. The
decoder (fusion center) can, however, be more complex. The
objective of this paper is to investigate potential compression
schemes for medical sensor networks.
Signals resulting from the measurement of physical phe-
nomena will be correlated in time. Correlation is redundant
and can, in principle, be removed from relevant signals at
the transmitter and added at the receiver without any loss of
fidelity. In applications where power is a scarce resource it is
important to remove as much redundancy as possible prior to
transmission with the lowest possible computational resources
so that the waste of power is kept at an absolute minimum.
A potential scheme for the removal of temporal correlation is
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM), which is known
to provide significant compression at low complexity [3].
Exploiting correlation between different sensors is another
possibility for lowering signal rates per sensor. A distributed
scheme is most beneficial, especially for implants, since it does
not require the implementation of receivers in the sensors. It is
also hard to make implants cooperate. Distributed quantization
(DQ) [4] is a potential scheme. In DQ the quantizers for
several sensors are co-optimized taking known inter-sensor
correlation into account. Significant gains can be achieved
if correlation is high. DQ can be used in combination with
DPCM to exploit both temporal and inter-sensor correlation
simultaneously.
In this paper DPCM compression and DQ are explored both
separately and in combination for a simple sensor network
consisting of two sensors and one joint receiver. An example
on optimization of encoders and decoders based on the sta-
tistical properties of an ECG signal is given. The proposed
scheme provides significant compression at low complexity.
In Section II and III the theoretical principles behind DPCM
and DQ are described. In Section IV DPCM and DQ is
optimized for an ECG signal. Noise, attenuation and non-
stationarity will also be briefly addressed. In Section V a
discussion is given and conclusions are drawn.
II. DPCM COMPRESSION
Fig. 1 shows a closed loop DPCM encoder and decoder. In
the encoder (Fig. 1(a)) compression is achieved by exploiting
correlation in the input signal x[n] to predict the current
sample based on P previously measured samples using a Pth-
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Fig. 1. DPCM scheme. 1(a) Encoder. 1(b) Decoder.
order predictor (P-order FIR filter)
xˆ[n] = c1x˜[n− 1] + c2x˜[n− 2] + · · ·+ cP x˜[n− P ], (1)
where ci are the prediction filter coefficients which must be
optimized for the relevant signals statistics and n is the time
index. In DPCM the quantized prediction error
dq[n] = Q(d[n]) = Q(x[n]− xˆ[n]), (2)
i.e. the quantized difference between the original samples and
the predicted ones, is communicated. In the decoder (Fig. 1(b))
the original signal will be recovered as
x˜[n] = dq[n] + xˆ[n], (3)
If the signal is highly correlated and the optimal predictor
is chosen, the error signal will usually be small. DPCM
might perform poorly if the signal contains many non-periodic
impulses however.
Given a certain maximum allowed distortion the necessary
number of bits per sample will be reduced by quantizing the
error signal instead of the original since the prediction error
has a lower dynamical range.
A. Determination of optimal prediction filter coefficients
The optimal prediction filter coefficients are found by solv-
ing the Yule-Walker equations [5, p. 343]
Rxc = σ
2
dl, (4)
where Rx is the (P+1)×(P+1) autocorrelation matrix for the
relevant signal x, c =
[
1 c1 · · · cP
]T
are the prediction
filter coefficients, σ2d is the variance of the error signal d[n] and
l =
[
1 0 · · · 0]T . Note that the coefficients which belong
to a solution of (4) give the estimate representation xˆ of x.
In DPCM the prediction error representation is wanted, and
so the sign of all the coefficients must be inverted to get the
correct result (ai = −ci). If the statistics of the random process
we want to predict is stationary, fixed coefficients can be
applied. If the statistics is changing, however, the coefficients
should be adapted. The number of coefficients needed can be
determined from the resulting prediction error in any case. If
σ2d is not significantly decreased by adding more coefficients,
the correct number has been found. Since the prediction filter
is involved in a feedback loop, one must ensure stability of
the whole loop, named prediction error filter.
In most cases the autocorrelation matrix is unknown and
must be estimated from the relevant data. Assume that Ns
samples from a stationary ergodic process x is available. An
unbiased estimate of the correlation matrix is given by
Rˆx =
1
Ns −M + 1X
TX, (5)
where [5, pp.307-310]
X =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
x[M − 1] x[M − 2] · · · x[0]
x[M ] x[M − 1] · · · x[1]
.
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.
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x[Ns − 1] x[Ns − 2] · · · x[Ns −M ]
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (6)
and M = P + 1.
III. DISTRIBUTED QUANTIZATION
Distributed quantization (DQ) can be deployed to lower
the number of bits required per sample, or the necessary
transmission power for a given target fidelity when several
sensors are measuring one or several highly correlated physical
processes. In this paper the simple network in Fig. 2 will be
explored. We want to determine the best possible mappings f1,
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Fig. 2. 2-node sensor network.
f2, g1 and g2. For the special case where two equal variance
Gaussian memoryless sources are communicated on Gaussian
channels with unit attenuation (α1 = α2 = 1) the optimal
performance is known [4]. This special case can be used to
illustrate the concept and to indicate when DQ is applicable.
For any possible choice of encoders and decoders (f1, f2, g1
and g2) the performance will be limited by [4]
SDR =
((
1+
P
σ2n
)−2
(1−ρ2x)+ρ2x
(
1+
P
σ2n
)−4)− 12
, (7)
where SDR is the received signal-to-distortion ratio, P is the
maximum allowed power per channel, σ2n is the noise variance
and ρx is the correlation coefficient for the two sources. We
call this the ideal case. Fig. 3 shows the optimal performance
for several values of ρx as well as a practical 5-bit scalar
DQ scheme optimized at ≈ 20dB channel SNR using the
procedure in [4]. Some important conclusions can be drawn
from these results. One can observe that even in the ideal
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Fig. 3. Performance of 2-node GSN. The whole lines represents the ultimate
performance while the dashed represents 5 bit DQ.
case ρx must be relatively close to one for the gain1 to be
significant. Notice specifically that the gain is increasing faster
with ρx above 0.8 than below. For a practically realizable
scheme like DQ one must expect ρx to be even larger to
achieve significant gain. For 5 bit DQ there is little or no
gain before ρx > 0.95. For ρx = 0.999 the gain is significant
even for 5 bit DQ.
Therefore, with 5 bit scalar quantization, DQ can be poten-
tially applied when ρx > 0.95, while “ordinary” quantization
in each sensor will do just as well for lower values of ρx.
Why do we get the behavior in Fig. 3? The answer lies
in geometry and will make it possible to do reasoning for
more general cases than what is considered here. In Fig. 4
the encoders f1 and f2 (which now represents the quantizer
indices) for 5-bit DQ are shown. When 0 < ρx < 0.95 the
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Fig. 4. Index configuration in the channel space for 5 bit DQ. 4(a) ρx = 0.8.
4(b) ρx = 0.99.
indices will lie in an elliptical region like in Fig. 4(a) reflecting
the pdf of the input signal vectors. The ellipse must lie within
a region determined by the channel power constraint. As the
1Note that by gain we here mean the increase in SDR for a given SNR
compared to the ρx = 0 case (the magenta line).
correlation increases the elliptical region will “narrow”. When
ρx increase above ≈ 0.95 the ellipse becomes so narrow that
much of the channel space is empty. This empty region can be
exploited for noise reduction by “filling” the channel space as
properly as possible through a nonlinear mapping (nonlinear
f1 and f2, as in Fig. 4(b)). This filling must be done without
significantly increasing the probability for threshold effects.
Threshold effects result in large decoding errors and occur
when points on different “folds” of the given structure (like
the one shown in Fig. 4(b)) are interchanged. The result of
threshold effects can be observed in Fig. 3, which is the
reason why the scheme optimized for ρx = 0.999 deteriorates
relatively fast below the optimal cannel SNR. Trying to fill the
channel space through nonlinear mappings when ρ < 0.95 will
either violate the power constraint or increase the probability
for the threshold effect significantly. For the cases where
nonlinear mappings can be applied, quantizer indices can be
re-used for several quantization intervals2, and so, for a given
number of indices (a fixed rate), it is possible to increase the
resolution. For example, using 5 bit DQ when ρx = 0.99 the
signal of one source can be quantized into 49 different levels
even though only 32 indices are available. This effect will
be more pronounced when the correlation is larger and when
quantizers for more than 2 sensors are co-optimized.
IV. DPCM AND DQ APPLIED ON ECG SIGNALS
In this section DPCM and DQ will be applied for com-
pression of ECG signals. Furthermore the effect that heart
rate variability, arrythmia, attenuation and noise has on the
suggested schemes will be discussed.
When diagnosing the heart it is the shape of the ECG
signal and the relation between the different peaks (the QRS
complex) that matters. We will therefore use the visual quality
in the reconstruction as a measure of performance for the
suggested schemes.
All examples in this section will be done on 250Hz ECG
data downloaded from the MIT-BIH Arrythmia Database.
We illustrate the performance on a relatively stationary ECG
record. Non-stationarity will be addressed in Section IV-C.
A. Compressing ECG signals with DPCM
Similar work has been done before in e.g. [6], [7]. We
do our own optimization here to illustrate the significant
compression achieved by this scheme, and to combine it with
DQ in Section IV-B. The DPCM encoders and decoders are
optimized for a vector of 100000 samples. 1st-, 2nd- and
3rd order predictors are tested. Forming the matrix in (6)
inserting Ns = 100000, M = P + 1 = 2 and performing
the calculation in (5), gives the wanted matrices. Inserting
these matrices in the Yule-Walker equations (4), solving for
the coefficient vectors and further inverting the signs give
the wanted coefficients ai. Fig. 5(b) depicts the 2nd order
predictor and Fig. 5(a) shows the original ECG signal and
2Reuse of indices leads to ambiguities at the encoders, but since each pair
of indices is unique, the ambiguity will be resolved through observation of
both indices at the receiver.
the error signals from the three predictors. It is clear that
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Fig. 5. Prediction. 5(a) Comparison between the original ECG signal and
the prediction error signal for 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd order DPCM. 5(b) 2nd order
predictor constructed using ECG data.
the dynamical range of the signals are significantly reduced
through DPCM compression. The ratio between the average
power of the original signal and the average power of the
compressed signal is 52, 280 and 283 for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
order predictors, respectively. It is apparent that a 2nd order
predictor is favorable for this specific case. There is a lot to
gain in going from a 1st to a 2nd order predictor, while going
from a 2nd to a 3rd order predictor gives a negligible gain.
This will be the case for most ECG records.
To illustrate the benefits of DPCM, its performance is
compared to direct quantization of the ECG signal. Fig. 6(b)
and 6(c) show the reconstruction when using DPCM and direct
quantization respectively for 3 bits. The difference between the
original signal and the DPCM coded signal is small. Direct
quantization results in severe distortion. One must use ≈ 7
bit direct quantization to achieve the same quality as 3 bits
DPCM.
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Fig. 6. ECG compression. 6(a) Original ECG signal. 6(b) 3 bit direct
quantization. 6(c) 3 bit DPCM. 6(d) 7 bit direct quantization.
B. DPCM and DQ used in combination
Consider two highly correlated sensors (i.e. ρx = 0.9999)
both measuring an ECG signal. We will show results for
both direct DQ and DQ applied to the DPCM error signals
from the two sensors. The DQ need to be optimized for
the relevant signal statistics. We choose to fit a Generalized
Gaussian Distribution (GGD) to the relevant data by applying
the estimation procedure described in [8, pp. 47-48]. The
results show that the DPCM error signal is relatively close
to Laplacian and fits well to a GGD estimate. The ECG
distribution is nonsymmetric and has a double peak (due to its
highly nonsymmetric oscillation around 0 Volt), and therefore
does not fit perfectly to a GGD. The best GGD estimate is,
however, close to Laplacian. We therefore choose to optimize
the DQ for a Laplacian distribution for both cases using the
procedure developed in [4]. Notice that when constructing DQ
for the DPCM error signal, it is crucial that the centroids in
the encoder and decoder are of the same value, or else severe
distortion will result from the DPCM decoder. This excludes
the use of MMSE decoding in the DQ. For the same reason
is is also assumed that the channel noise is so low that errors
do not occur (see Section IV-D).
Fig. 7(b) shows the result of direct DQ using 3 bits per
sensor and Figure 7(d) shows the result of combined DPCM-
DQ using 2 bits per sensor. A comparison with Figure 6(b)
show that DQ gives a significantly better resolution than
ordinary quantization for the same number of bits per sensor
(the signal has been clipped at ≈ 0.8 volts in order to get a
better resolution of the whole QRS complex). The combined
DPCM-DQ scheme has the best performance and gives a
reconstruction almost indistinguishable from the original using
only 2 bit quantization per sensor.
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Fig. 7. ECG compression. 7(a) Original ECG signal. 7(b) DQ 3 bits per
sensor. 7(c) 2 bit DPCM. 7(d) DPCM + DQ, 2 bits per sensor.
C. Non-stationarity
The statistics of the ECG signal change over time both due
to normal variations (e.g. the increase of pulse rate) and due to
arrythmia and heart failure. This will affect the performance
of DPCM. When the statistics change the predictor optimized
for a stationary ECG signal will perform worse leading to an
increase in the error signals dynamical range which might lead
to overload errors in the quantizer.
Changing pulse rate can be accounted for by using some
sort of peak detection. Several algorithms for detecting R-
complexes (the main peak of the ECG signal) exists like
the one described in [9]. To achieve a relatively constant
dynamical range in the error signal for all pulse rates one
can adapt the predictor coefficients by re-solving (4) every
time the rate of the R-complexes changes. The Levinson
recursion [5, pp. 422-430] is a fast way of solving a linear
system of n equations in O(n2) arithmetic operations. For
a 2nd order predictor, this will be quite efficient and done
with ≈ 4 arithmetic operations. One must also re-estimate Rx
where the complexity depend on the number of samples used.
The number of samples needed will probably be a tradeoff
between complexity and accuracy and is a subject for future
research. Also note that if a good feedback channel is available
the predictor in the DPCM encoder can be moved to the
receiver [2] implying that the sensors will be of very low
complexity even though an adaptive scheme is used, since
all the processing can be done at the fusion center. This will,
however, require implementation of receivers in the sensors.
The statistics also change when the ECG become abnormal
(arrythmia and heart failure) leading to a poorer prediction.
Some redundancy removal will still be present, but the error
signals dynamical range might increase dramatically. Adap-
tation of the coefficients is a possibility to avoid this effect.
Alternatively, the increase in the error signal may be used
as a warning sign that something critical is about to happen.
But then a method must be found that makes it possible to
differentiate between normal variations and arrythmia.
D. Transmission
As mentioned earlier, the attenuation of signals from im-
plants can be quite severe. This combined with the desired low
power consumption require efficient and simple transmission
schemes. With access to ultra-wide-band (UWB) transmission,
a viable transmission scheme is pulse position modulation
(PPM). The principle is to transmit a pulse in one out
of N = 2b positions per frame, implying that b bits are
transmitted per frame. Transparent transmission is obtained
when all positions belong to a Nyquist channel and thus can
be detected optimally using the correct correlator, while at
the same time the received pulse energy is sufficiently larger
than the power spectral density of the noise. The necessary
pulse energy increases only marginally when the number of
positions is increased, which implies that the energy per bit is
almost inversely proportional to b. Notice, however, that the
required bandwidth is proportional to N .
Assuming that the DPCM coder uses be bits per sample
and the sampling frequency is fs, then the required channel
bandwidth is B = 0.5fsbe2b/b. The required energy per
sample can be calculated based on the transmission attenuation
and analysis given in [10, ch.8] when requiring a certain bit
error rate.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the use of differential pulse coded modulation
(DPCM) and distributed quantization (DQ) for compression in
medical UWB sensor networks has been addressed.
For highly correlated signals DPCM will give significant
compression. DQ can be used to compress signals from two
or more sensors in the case of high inter-sensor correlation.
If correlation is not high there may be little to gain from DQ
and the sensors can just as well be constructed separately.
Examples on compression of ECG signals using the sug-
gested schemes showed promising results. I.e. one can reduce
the number of bits per sensor necessary to a achieve a
certain fidelity significantly compared to direct quantization in
each sensor at relatively little cost in terms of computational
complexity.
Future work will include optimization of the suggested
schemes to other relevant signals as well as the channel models
developed in [1], [11].
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